seamless special events

RGI events & public relations is a full-service, boutique event production
and management firm dedicated to creating exceptional events for our
clients through outstanding organization, innovative ideas and
comprehensive follow through.
Our ability to anticipate our client’s varied and diverse needs, the
creativity to work within any budget and our extensive experience equals
effective accomplishment of client goals and missions ... along with
measurable improvements in the bottom line.

Simply, a sure-fire path to an extraordinary, eye-catching, effortless & truly seamless event.

what
Precise planning. Flawless execution. Complete follow-through.

This is what sets RGI events & public relations apart as a premier special events firm. Attention
to detail, innovative, true to objectives; a sure fire path to an extraordinary and seemingly
effortless event. We deliver a quality event, meant to exceed expectations, surpass goals, and
improve our client’s bottom line.

Creative, savvy, versatile, dependable, we provide an elite experience, logistically sound,
chic and flawless from beginning to end.

Our solid follow through in every aspect makes us intrepid regardless of size. A social event for
15, sales meeting for 150 or a festival for 15,000 each are assured to be well managed and
memorable. Complete production, beginning to end. RGI effectively organizes each steps for
each unique event.

Production

- Pre-event communications (save-the-date, participation
package, and invitations)
- Talent buying and entertainment management
- Decor, florals, catering, rentals, photography, & security
- Registration, staffing, check-in, & volunteer
recruitment management

• From the first step until the last guest leaves, complete management ensures your events success.
- Conceptualization and evaluation of program and goals.
- Budget development
- Graphic design
- Venue scouting and contract negotiation
- Multimedia implementation
- A/V, lighting, & staging
- Travel and transportation

Fundraising

- Solicitation list compilation and management
- Sponsor package creation and management
- Sellables and deliverables
- Full solicitation follow-up

how

- Silent, live and virtual auctions
- Multimedia implementation
- Receivables compliance
- Reporting on results, growth, demographic
and saturation

• It’s a daunting task. A strategic, well-run campaign can maximize your fundraising efforts giving the most benefit to your
organization. It doesn’t matter whether you are working with an established donor base or launching an new initiative, our
creative, outside the box approach establishes a platform to build and expand your reach.
- Campaign development
- Organizational partnerships
- Commitee formation
- Growth projections
- Donation management

Press & Marketing

- Strategic partnerships
- Branding and market saturation
- Development consultation
- Product placement

- Policy initiatives
- Political alignment and endorsement
- Radio and television
- Advertising strategies

• RGI events provides full public relations representation services for companies, events and products including:
- Campaign strategy and implementation
- Press release and distribution services
- Community outreach
- Celebrity outreach
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why

Best Event Production Firms: Washington Life Magazine 2008 & 2009

Top 25 Mid-Atlantic Meeting & Event Planners: Washington Business Journal 2009

- Jason Damaso, Event Chair, D.C.’s Different Drummers

“Thank you so much for all your hard work these past six months
and especially last night!! Everything went great! I can’t wait to
work with you again next year!”

“You were wonderful to work with and we thank you for all the
hard work that went into planning the event! Next time we open
in that area we will definitely be in touch!”

- Kate Herbert, Grand Openings Marketing Director, CarMax

“You’ve been beyond a pleasure to work with and if you ever need any recommendations
please feel free to ask. We have loved working with you!”

- Jessica Randazza, Publicist Consultant - National CASA Forgotten Children Campaign

Case no. 1: A Non-profit on a Budget

case studies & results

Scenario: A small non-profit accustomed to holding an elegant black-tie awards gala to fundraise for their annual initiatives, found themselves on a
shoetstring budget and a decline in donations. How could they achieve the dual objectives of raising money and conserving their resources while
maintaining the quality of the event?

Solution: RGI reviewed and revamped their sponsor packages and ticket prices, adding low-cost, high-value incentives while decreasing the overall
price. The addition of a posh, revenue generating live auction item during the program added dollars to the bottom line while
infusing a lively energy to the evening. The event was then retooled into a cocktail and heavy hors d’ourves reception followed by a
champagne and chocolate dessert course.

Results: The overall event budget was cut by 17%, attendance was increased by 8%, and overall donations were increased by just under 15%.
Additionally, by outsourcing their event, they saved over $20,000 on employee and administrative costs.

Case no. 2: Government Goes Green

Scenario: An Environmental Collective opted to practice what they preach at their latest annual symposium by ‘going green.’ The goal being to
weave conscious and eco-friendly elements throughout the meeting to reinforce the subject matter - without increasing cost.

Solution: A venue known for their attention to eco-issues was chosen to host the meeting based on their existing initiatives such as local sourcing for
food & beverage items, an in-house recycling program, solar harnessing, energy conservation initiatives, and a non-profit parenting project that
donates 3% of the total event bill to an organization of the clients choosing. The discount was used to purchase carbon-offset credits making the meeting virtually zero impact. Printed signs were replaced with light projected logos. And finally, the typical conference binders, laden with paper, were
replaced by flash drives branded with the organization name and logo.

Results: A low impact conference with increased press coverage and political endorsement (including that of the Secretary of Agriculture and the
Secretary of the Interior). The reduction in printed materials resulted in nearly $6,000 of savings in their budget.

Case no. 3: An Agency Increases Attendance

Scenario: A Government Agency’s aim to grow their annual conference was suffering in the face of attendee drop-off during their free 2-day event.
New sponsors were deterred by the lack of total attendance; therefore, cutting into the event’s funding.

Solution: By rearranging the event highlights and adding networking receptions at the end of each day, attendees were encouraged to stick around
until the very end. Recruitment of high caliber speakers to close each session also lead to greater attendee retention. Brief multi-media
entertainment elements dispersed throughout the day, livened up the atmosphere, and frequent coffee and snack breaks kept attendees energy up
until conference close.

Results: After a successful turnaround, the agency’s next event increased attendance by 18%, and 91% of all attendees remained until conference
close. Three additional sponsors were confirmed, leading to a revenue increase of $15,000.

Case no. 4: Corporate Costs

Scenario: In these economic times, corporate sensitivity is a real worry when spending marketing dollars. When a recent Fortune-100 company asked
RGI produce a store grand opening, this concern was in the front of their mind.

Solution: By keeping the guest list small and exclusive, over-all costs were kept down without sacrificing the quality of effectiveness of the event. Likewise, RGI suggested to shrink the venue size causing lower rental and decor costs. The surplus in the budget allowed RGI to spring for elaborate food
and beverage choices, keeping the A-list guests impressed.

Results: A real VIP event experience that kept guests impressed and bad press repressed. The media response was so positive that first month’s sales
exceeded projections by 7%.

Case no. 5: A Launch to Remember

Scenario: A new magazine desired the simultaneous execution of 5 events around the country in their biggest markets to launch nationwide publication. Their goal was an over the top celebration to engage readers and establish the periodical as an authority on it’s topic for their demographic.

Solution: RGI brainstormed and event that wold attendees on a tour of the best of DC - showing the magazine’s expertise in areas such as food, fashion, nightlife, community, shopping and entertainment. RGI chose a large empty warehouse-like venue to serve as a blank slate and transformed it into
a walking tour of our nation’s capital. Oversized replicas of the Monuments, the White House, Chinatown, Georgetown and more served as the backdrop for walk through of all D.C. has to offer - as recommended by the magazine. The best restaurants in the city were tapped to bring cuisine; custom
cocktails were passed around in branded glasses, and some of the city’s premier talent entertained partygoers well after the events scheduled end.
Results: Double the expected press impressions for the D.C. party alone and over 9,000 subscriptions in the first month.

Case no. 6: Engaging Affairs

Scenario: An established Washington D.C. association was seeking to recognize their new board and most active contributors in a one of kind, intimate
dinner that would be original, extraordinary, and eye-catching.

Solution: Only the best of Washington would be good enough for an association synonymous with doing the best for Washington. The location (home
to a certain priceless document securing this nation as free and independent) was closed to the public and the guests were treated to a private viewing - including all access trips deep into the museum archives - by the venues curator. After the tour, attendees enjoyed appetizers in the main hall as
Washington’s signature drink - the Gin Rickey - was passed in traditional glassware. A colonial quartet entertained with classic standards from that era.
The entrance hall was transformed into an opulent parlor for dinner, bathed in gold light from long tapered candles shooting from low centerpieces to
ease conversation.

Results: An anything but ordinary event, which stayed in the minds of the Association’s most valuable members for years afterward.

